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Abstract— The paper presents the application of appropriate extensions to the FMIPv6 protocol, that enable mobile nodes with active multicast sessions to execute seamless remote subscriptions while changing their network attachment point. The proposed scheme achieves minimization of the service disruption period down to the link layer handover latency, by suggesting the proactive to handover tunneling of multicast traffic, among the previous and the new access routers supporting the handover execution. The proposed extensions are integrated within existing FMIPv6 messages, providing in this way a complete solution for both unicast and multicast mobility. The evaluation of the mechanisms performance is presented by investigating the variation of analytic cost functions defined for this purpose, while changing the handover anticipation time and the time-distance between the network nodes supporting the handover. Results show that the minimization of the packet loss achieved by the proposed scheme is adequate to compensate the additional resource consumption caused by packet tunneling and the increase in the signaling load. Index Terms— FMIPv6, IP multicast, mobility management, performance analysis, remote subscriptions, seamless handover
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I. INTRODUCTION



ulticasting has appeared as an enabling technology that facilitates packet-switched group communication with efficient resource management and robust membership control. The main idea behind the IP multicast architecture, is the construction of a loop-free distribution tree upon the on demand registration of potential multicast service users. Multicast traffic sources simply destine IP datagrams to a group address and forward them up to a designated (on-link) for the multicast service router, being the distribution tree ingress traffic point. Datagrams are duplicated on the tree’s nodes and forwarded only once, across each of the tree’s links, enabling efficient resource utilization along the network path from the source(s) to the destinations. In wireless environments, multicast service provision is interrupted while mobile end-users change their network attachment point [1]. During the handover period, group



membership control and multicast routing signaling idiosyncrasies are not promptly taken into account by network layer handover supporting mechanisms, in spite of being the basic reasons behind the lack of network layer connectivity. Taking also into account that multicasting is in general used for real-time connectionless services, the support of seamlessness (in terms of fast handover execution and minimization of packet loss) and the development of a handover supporting mechanism, able to guarantee parallel to unicast fast multicast service restoration and also avoidance in service degradation is required [2]. For IP-based wireless networks, the exploitation of Mobile IP (MIP) for mobility support, covers apart from unicast also the delivery of multicast data to mobile recipients. In general, mobility support in IPv6 environments [3] foresees that each mobile is required to set up a binding with a router located at its home network, namely its Home Agent (HA). For multicast mobility support, the HA serves also as the mobile’s designated multicast router. In this way, multicast data forwarding is performed towards the new location, as if the mobile was physically present on an interface of the HA (home subscription). Alternatively, if the visited network is offering multicast network layer service to roaming users, the mobile may resort to remote subscriptions and join the multicast distribution tree from the visiting network, becoming in this way a recipient of the traffic directly from its new location. However, many deficiencies come into play by the exploitation of each of the above approaches [4], [5]. Home subscriptions result in the resource inefficient utilization of native unicast tunneling for multicast handover support. The tunnel convergence problem is realized when a single multicast flow is forwarded multiple times from one or more HAs to a foreign access network, where multiple mobiles have attached and requested the particular flow. In addition, packet loss is evident during the period required for the reestablishment of the updated binding to the HA, since packets are tunneled to the mobile’s previous location. Remote subscriptions introduce a new factor of non-deterministic latency in the overall procedure, associated with the time



2 required for the new multicast service access point (access router) to become part of the distribution tree (join latency). Consequently, for multicast handover support from a network engineering viewpoint, we face the dilemma of choosing between resource wastage with deterministic service interruption for home subscriptions, to more efficient resource management with increased uncertainty regarding service unavailability, for remote subscriptions. Moreover, it is obvious that for both approaches, seamlessness in handover execution is not considered. Thus long periods of service disruption inevitably follow the handover. In this paper, we present a multicast mobility management mechanism, named as "Fast MIPv6 for Multicast Remote Subscriptions" (FMIPv6-M), which enables mobile nodes to perform remote subscriptions without depending on the long join latency and without exploiting resource inefficient tunneling in the form suggested by MIPv6 home subscriptions. The main solution is reached by achieving the proactive configuration of network nodes supporting a mobile's handover and by tunneling multicast traffic during the network layer handover period, by "appropriately" avoiding tunnel convergence between the tunnel entry and exit points. The mechanism is based on the Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) protocol [6], currently under standardization within the IETF for unicast. Moreover, it is in the same context with the "Fast multicast protocol for Mobile IPv6 in the fast handovers environment" (M-FMIPv6) [7], but follows a completely different approach in regards to its implementation. In the following, IPv6 is addressed as the dominant network layer protocol, aided by MLDv1 for membership control. However, the application of the ideas presented may be easily adapted to IPv4-based networks, assisted by IGMPv2 respectively. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background information for FMIPv6 and MFMIPv6 protocols’ operation. The proposed mechanism is detailed in section III. In the sequel we proceed to the assessment of the proposed scheme’s performance, starting with the definition of appropriate analytical cost functions in section IV followed by the results evaluation in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper. II. BACKGROUND A. Fast Handovers for MIPv6 (FMIPv6) In this section we give a brief description of the “Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6” (FMIPv6) protocol [6]. An elaborate analysis of FMIPv6, with reference to its operation modes and the signaling timing, may be found in [2] and performance analysis is available in [8] and [9]. In principle, FMIPv6 tries to circumvent the latency associated with the MIPv6 binding management and IPv6 address configuration procedures. According to MIPv6, when a mobile node (MN) executes a handover to a new domain, it is obliged to form (or obtain) a new, topologically-valid, network layer address (care-of address, CoA) so that packets already being destined



to it, to be re-directed correctly towards the new access network it has just attached. This new address can be effectively used only after the successful establishment of a binding at the HA and Correspondent Nodes (CNs) via the MIPv6 Binding Update procedure, since both HA and CNs continue to send all traffic to the previous to handover location (previous CoA, pCoA). The FMIPv6 enables fast and lossless handovers of a mobile node (MN) from its previous to handover access router (PAR) to the new one (NAR) in a twofold manner; firstly the prior to handover MN’s address configuration is executed so that the MN will be ready to proceed with its network layer communication immediately after establishing its link layer connectivity. Secondly the utilization of packet encapsulation by means of a bidirectional tunnel to connect PAR with the MN at its new location (nCoA) is performed, so that packets destined to the MN’s pCoA, to be correctly forwarded to the MN’s new location for as long time is required to finalize the MIPv6 Binding Update procedure. Lossless handover execution is enabled by PAR and NAR buffering traffic destined to pCoA and nCoA respectively, until the MN is again enabled to receive traffic at the IP layer (during the link layer handover the MN cannot send or receive traffic). B. Fast Multicast Protocol for MIPv6 (M-FMIPv6) The support of FMIPv6 aided fast multicast handovers has been addressed in [7] where the “Fast Multicast Protocol for Mobile IPv6” (M-FMIPv6) is presented. According to it, the multicast traffic delivered to a mobile by its designated multicast PAR at its previous to the handover link, is forwarded towards the MN’s new point of attachment by making use of the bidirectional tunnel created by the original FMIPv6 protocol for unicast handover support. Data forwarding over the tunnel is triggered by each MN after finalizing its IP layer handover. In more detail, the MN after attaching to the new link, tunnels an MLD membership control report to PAR that contains the addresses of the multicast groups it is already a member. In this way PAR is instructed to multicast packets of the indicated flows, to the “virtual” link-layer interface created for the FMIPv6 tunnel. Multicast packets arriving at PAR are delivered to the MN at its new location, for the period required for NAR to become member of the distribution tree. M-FMIPv6 foresees that NAR is communicated a list of the multicast group addresses the MN has joined so that it is enabled to request the extension of the multicast distribution tree prior to the finalization of the MN’s IP layer handover. The multicast related information is carried within original FMIPv6 protocol messages by making use of appropriately defined ICMPv6 options and thus no additional protocol messages are defined. Although the M-FMIPv6 mechanism enables the minimization of service disruption experienced by mobiles executing a handover many deficiencies are evident. According to [7], the MN requests from PAR to tunnel multicast traffic, by sending an MLD Report to it, only after receiving an MLD General Query, initializing the tunnel



3 interface appropriately at its new location. This delay for the MLD protocol synchronization is a potential source of further delay for the handover supporting procedure, that actually slows down the multicast service restoration. Furthermore, according to MLD definition, a multicast listener is obliged to wait for a random amount of time (between zero and 10 seconds by default) before answering to a query. Thus, this becomes another potential source of packet loss as it further delays the tunnel join. Last we identify the existence of a similar to the MIPv6 tunnel convergence problem; in case multiple MNs execute simultaneous handovers towards the same NAR, the PAR is required to needlessly tunnel the same flow multiple times towards the NAR.. III. FAST MIPV6 EXTENSIONS FOR MULTICAST HANDOVER SUPPORT (FMIPV6-M) In this section we present a multicast mobility management mechanism that enables mobile node with active multicast sessions to execute fast and seamless (as packet loss is unavoidable during link layer reconfiguration) handovers. Figure 1 sketches the procedure executed during an interdomain predictive handover scenario detailed in the following (see section III-A). The numbers besides the light-lined arrows show the signaling exchanged, whereas the letters next to the thicker ones, exhibits the multicast data delivery path during the handover execution period. In brief, the proposed mechanism suggests that in order to minimize the service disruption time, in a multicast-efficient way (avoiding tunnel convergence), NAR must already be a recipient of the traffic by the time the MN attaches to it. In order to satisfy this requirement, the expansion of the distribution tree must be performed prior to handover. However, this cannot be considered adequate for seamless handover execution since the time required for joining the tree is relatively long and non-deterministic. Thus multicast traffic forwarding (in terms of packet encapsulation), from the previous to handover multicast service access point towards the access network the MN is anticipated to handover, should be performed. Packet tunneling is executed for as long time is required for natively routed multicast traffic to reach the new access network from the multicast distribution tree. According to the proposed mechanism, data are not pushed to the new access point by requiring PAR to start forwarding multicast packets towards NAR. On the contrary, the NAR requests the particular data flows from PAR, prior to the execution of the handover if possible, only if such a “pull” procedure is necessary, namely according to its subscription to the requested multicast groups status. In order to enable NAR to join the multicast distribution tree before the mobile’s handover and to determine which multicast flows should be requested for tunneling, multicast membership information, should be timely communicated to it.. This information flow is implemented by utilizing appropriately defined (ICMPv6-compatible) options, carried within the existing FMIPv6 messages. Multicast data are delivered to the MN, by using native link layer forwarding,



regardless of the fact that at first they are tunneled to NAR. The finalization of the procedure is realized at the time NAR becomes member of the distribution tree. At this point, NAR must instruct PAR to appropriately seize multicast traffic tunneling. 1, …
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Figure 1. Operation of FMIPv6-M for an inter-domain handover (predictive mode)



Before proceeding with the detailed description of the FMIPv6-M mechanism, we need to note that our major focus is put on handover support for mobile multicast recipients and not sources. In principle the problem of multicast source mobility is similar to the unicast one, with the difference that the handover of a mobile source from one access point to another may result in the reconstruction of the entire distribution tree across the inter-network. Since this is not an efficient solution (it requires great signaling effort in a short time period), the MIPv6 bidirectional tunnel as considered for home subscriptions, aided by FMIPv6 for the upstream direction, may be exploited for seamless multicast source handover support. A. FMIPv6-M Predictive Mode The discrimination between the FMIPv6 predictive and reactive operation modes, is based on whether NAR has configured its IPv6 Neighbor Cache [10] by the time the MN attaches to its wireless interface. Figure 2 depicts the signaling messages exchanged among the network nodes involved in an FMIPv6-M-aided predictive fast handover. In the following we detail the semantics of each message with special focus on the extensions applied for multicast fast handover execution. The usage of each FMIPv6 message for unicast handover support [6] is not altered at all, providing in this way integrated mobility management for unicast and multicast. The FMIPv6-M predictive mode procedure is initiated by an MN sending a Router_Solicitation_for_Proxy (RtSolPr) message towards its default router (i.e. PAR). The message contains the MN’s own link-layer address and a link-layer identifier (link layer address) of another access router for which the MN requests a Router Advertisement. This identifier is obtained by using a link layer specific mechanism. The PAR after processing the received message, replies to the MN with a Proxy_Router_Advertisement (PrRtAdv) that contains appropriate network layer information such as the IP address and a valid IPv6 address prefix of NAR. In this way the MN is enabled to form a (prospective) nCoA, in a stateless



4 manner [10] given its own link-layer identifier, to use after its handover. For fast multicast handover, as in the case of MFMIPv6, a specific flag is used indicating whether the particular NAR is multicast enabled, otherwise all the following should be omitted. In this case, the sole option for the MN is to revert to home subscriptions (send membership join reports to its Home Agent) in order to continue being a recipient of the multicast traffic, or else stand to completely lose the multicast service.



Figure 2. Signaling for predictive FMIPv6-M for multicast handover support



The execution of the fast handover procedure actually starts by the MN sending a Fast_Binding_Update (FBU) message to PAR indicating to it that an impeding handover is about to take place. The original FMIPv6 message carries the prospective nCoA formulated earlier. For the fast multicast handover support, the FBU message must also carry multicast membership control information. As in the case of MFMIPv6, the membership information is inserted in specially defined ICMPv6 options contained within the IPv6 Mobility header carrying the FBU message. Hence, it is not necessary to define any new message. These ICMPv6 options are identical to those defined by the M-FMIPv6 protocol and contain the multicast addresses for which fast handover support is requested. Details in respect to their formatting can be found in [7]. Given the information contained within the FBU message, the PAR creates a Handover_Initiate (HI) message and sends it to NAR. As done with the FBU message, the original FMIPv6 HI message is also augmented with information regarding the MN’s multicast subscriptions within a new ICMPv6 option, the formatting of which is identical to the one used by M-FMIPv6 as well [7]. The HI message contains the necessary information for the MN’s fast handover support by NAR. However, the NAR before replying to PAR, has to check the validity and uniqueness of the proposed by the MN nCoA (in the negative case NAR creates a correct address) and to configure its neighbor cache appropriately (the MN’s link-layer address is contained within the HI message) in order to be ready when the MN attaches to its wireless interface. For the multicast



handover support the processing of the contained within the HI message proposed multicast membership control information, triggers NAR to formulate an MLD Multicast Listener Report. As shown in Figure 2, NAR issues this report towards itself (message 4a) from the interface at which the MN is expected to attach (such reflective operation is foreseen by typical MLD operation [11]). From a designated multicast router viewpoint, for the forwarding of multicast traffic to a particular link, there is no difference whether the subscription request report is sent by itself or another host on the link. NAR is in position to determine the interface on which to send the specific self-returning report, given the IP address prefix made available within the HI message (a one-to-one mapping of address prefixes and link layer interfaces in use is assumed). If such a mapping is not evident, the particular NAR’s link layer address scanned by each MN, should be communicated to NAR, within the FBU and HI messages as an extra option as well. The self-returning MLD report serves as a trigger for NAR’s multicast routing protocol module, taking care of the multicast distribution tree expansion (message 4b in Figure 2). In addition, it configures NAR’s respective link layer interface, so that the multicast traffic of interest to be appropriately forwarded over it. Hence, there is no additional requirement (other than the issue of the self-returning report) for the inter-working among the mobility management and the multicast routing and membership control protocol modules. Both the MLD membership report (4a) and the multicast routing signaling (4b) messages may not contain all the address groups included within the HI message. On the contrary, based on the NAR’s actual subscription status, as reported by the multicast routing and membership control protocol modules, it is possible that only a subset of the indicated multicast groups to be finally joined. After finalizing all the above, NAR is capable of replying to PAR and report the progress of the handover preparation procedure. For this purpose, the Handover_Acknowledge (Hack) message is sent, containing the MN’s valid nCoA as determined by NAR. According to the FMIPv6 operation, PAR after receiving the Hack message has to immediately send the Fast_Binding_Acknowledge (FBack) message to the MN and also start forwarding buffered and arriving unicast data towards the new access network. In contrast to the FMIPv6-based unicast handovers where the pCoA is used as an identifier of the traffic destined to an MN, for multicast handovers PAR is still not aware of which traffic flows should be forwarded to the new access network. For this reason, NAR after sending the Hack message, must also tunnel an MLD unsolicited Multicast Listener Report, requesting from PAR to start tunneling traffic destined to the particular multicast group(s) for which it is not yet a recipient. PAR starts tunneling the multicast traffic immediately after processing the membership report. Likewise to the NAR’s self-returning join request, the tunneled MLD Membership Report is sent only if NAR is not a recipient traffic destined to the particular multicast group. We note however that NAR



5 may be a recipient of the particular multicast traffic either by native multicast routing or via tunneling (namely for the support of a simultaneously executed handover of another mobile, according to the proposed FMIPv6-M mechanism). This two-fold efficiency comes as a result of setting NAR to be the node controlling multicast membership over the tunnel (and not the MN, as respectively done by M-FMIPv6). It is noted that there is a major difference between the tunnel utilized by the M-FMIPv6 mechanism and the FMIPv6-M one proposed. The former is in fact the one defined for the support of the unicast FMIPv6 handovers of a single MN, whereas the latter a) is established among PAR and NAR, b) is used for multicast data transport among them, c) is not established on a per user basis but on a per access router couple one, d) is carrying traffic destined for particular multicast flows and not for distinct mobile users and thus may be utilized by multiple users executing handovers between the particular access router couple in parallel. Since we are investigating the predictive mode of the FMIPv6 protocol operation, it is assumed that the MN receives the FBack message prior to executing the link layer handover. The execution of the latter is determined by the link layer itself and for a hard handover case considered herein it results in the MN losing its link layer connectivity for some period. After establishing a new link with the new access point, the MN immediately sends a Fast_Neighbour_ Advertisement (FNA) message to NAR, indicating its presence on the link. From this point on the MN is able to receive, buffered and arriving, unicast data, until the MIPv6 Binding Update procedure is finalized. For the multicast handover there is no requirement for an additional operation either from the NAR or the MN. This is because multicast packets reaching NAR from PAR (over the bidirectional tunnel) are already decapsulated and forwarded to the link layer interface the MN attached. When natively routed multicast packets start reaching NAR, tunneling from PAR must be suspended. Thus an appropriate indication is delivered to NAR’s FMIPv6-M module from the multicast routing one, triggering it to tunnel an MLD_Listener_Done message towards PAR. The execution of a mobile’s handover to a particular new access network is a procedure that in principle cannot be completely guaranteed, as it is influenced by a variety of factors related to radio signal propagation or end-user mobility For the case the MN does not execute a successful handover towards the new access network, a timer should be configured to suppress the forwarding procedure from PAR. The timer starts counting for the MN’s attachment by the time the HI message is received. This particular leave procedure should trigger the suppression of only the flows associated with the specific MN requested handover support, without influencing the reception of traffic of other MNs. This constraint mandates NAR to maintain the information contained within the HI messages and create the appropriate MLD Report that will change the membership status over the tunnel.



B. FMIPv6-M Reactive Mode The certainty of an MN’s handover anticipation and the timely and error-free transmission of the FBU message (triggering the FMIPv6 predictive mode operation) cannot be guaranteed. For this reason the FMIPv6 protocol foresees that the handover supporting (address configuration and tunneling from PAR) procedure may be initiated after the mobile’s attachment to the new access network. The MN is aware that a predictive handover is executed if it receives an FBack message before losing its link layer connectivity. If this is not evident, the MN concludes that a reactive mode handover should be executed and thus after attaching to the new link, it formulates an FNA message within which it also encapsulates a destined to PAR FBU message (both messages are identical to those sent in the predictive case). If there is no address configuration problem, NAR forwards the FBU to PAR. From this point on, the procedure is identical to that executed in the predictive case. Namely PAR and NAR exchange HI and Hack messages and PAR replies to the MN with an FBack. Traffic tunneling begins by PAR after sending the FBack message. In regards to FMIPv6-M aided handover support the reactive procedure is also similar to the predictive described in the previous section. In brief the FBU contains the same ICMPv6 options, carrying the MN’s multicast subscription information, that are also communicated to NAR via the HI message. Moreover, NAR sends the self-returning and the over the tunnel to PAR unsolicited MLD membership report in order to trigger the multicast remote subscription and instruct tunneling of the appropriate multicast traffic. As for the predictive case, the procedure is finalized by NAR sending the tunneled MLD Done message to PAR when native routed multicast traffic reaches it. IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS In this section we present analytic cost functions that enable the performance evaluation of the examined mechanisms. The evaluation following is performed by comparing the cost of each mechanism in respect to the signaling load generation and its ability to minimize packet loss while taking into account the overhead generated for packet tunneling during the handover period. In this way we are enabled to obtain a total view of each mechanism’s performance, as the complete set of actions taken during the handover execution period are evaluated. Two separate cost functions have been defined for this purpose. The first one (CSignal), calculates the cost for the signaling message exchange and processing. The second one (CPacket) determines the cost associated with the packet delivery during the handover procedure. As aforementioned, the execution of a mobile’s handover is a procedure influenced by several factors associated with radio signal propagation, link layer communication or other mobility characteristics (mobile’s speed, trajectory followed, etc.). However, both FMIPv6-M and M-FMIPv6 mechanisms operate proactively to handover, in principle based on handover anticipation indications from the link layer, that
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where τS is a discrimination factor. The above probability function is indicating that the greater the anticipation time the less probable the successful handover execution according to the selection of the discrimination factor. Taking this into account, the signaling or packet delivery cost is given by: M M M M M (2), CCost _ Type = CCost _ Type , Success ⋅ PSuccess + CCost _ Type , Failure ⋅ PFailure where Cost_Type = {Signal, Packet}, M denotes the mechanism used (M = {FMIPv6-M, M-FMIPv6, REM_SUBS}), and Pfailure(tant) = 1 – Psuccess(tant). The tant parameter also determines the operation mode of the FMIPv6 protocol. In particular, it is evident that the greater the anticipation time, the more probable is for an MN to execute a predictive handover since the proactive to handover execution signaling exchange is more probable to have finalized by the time the MN attaches to the new access network. Having this in mind, the probability of a predictive handover execution in relation to the tant may be given by: PPredictive (t ant ) = 1 − exp(−τ P t ant ) (3), where τP is again a discrimination factor, that satisfies the above described requirement. It is noted that the event of the predictive handover execution is independent of the event of successful or unsuccessful handover execution. Each of the evaluated mechanism presents different operation when operating in predictive or reactive modes in regards to signaling and packet forwarding. The cost for signaling or packet delivery in case of successful or not handover execution may be given by: M CCost _ Type , HO _ Outcome = M , Predictive M CCost _ Type , HO _ Outcome ⋅ PPredictive | HO _ Outcome
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(4),



M , Reactive M +CCost _ Type , HO _ Outcome ⋅ PReactive | HO _ Outcome



where HO_Outcome = {Success, Failure}, and PReactive = 1 PPredictive. Since the events Successful Handover Execution and Type of Handover Execution are independent with each other, PPredictive | HO_Outcome = PPredictive, and PReactive | HO_Outcome = PReactive. In the following we define the signaling and packet delivery cost factors for both successful and unsuccessful handover execution cases, and both predictive and reactive modes of FMIPv6 protocol operation. A. Signaling Cost For the signaling cost calculation we follow a similar to [9] approach, where the protocol messages’ transmission and processing costs are counted. The total signaling cost may thus be given by:



(5).



In principle the transmission cost of a signaling message may be calculated as the product of the network time distance (D) of the path that each message traverses, multiplied with a unit cost (U) that discriminates the type of links over which the message is transmitted. Namely, the cost for each message transmission is Ulink_time·Dlink_type, where link_type = {W, PN}, for message transmission over the wireless link (W) and the PAR to NAR path (PN) respectively. Similarly, the transmission cost for multicast routing signaling (joining or leaving in case of failed predictive handovers), is proportional to the time required to finalize the remote subscription (DRS) by a unit cost (URS), namely CREM_SUBS = URSDRS. For tunneled messages transmission the calculated cost is increased by a factor of φ in comparison to the cost for nontunneled message. For the processing cost we have considered that each signaling message consumes the same amount of resources regardless of the message or protocol type, which results in a constant cost equal to ρ for our analysis. Based on the above considerations, Table I presents the signaling cost factors used in (4)
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influence the overall handover support cost. As referenced in [9], the handover anticipation time (tant, i.e. the time elapsed from the delivery of a link layer trigger, indicating a prospective handover execution, until the actual link layer handover execution), is related to the probability of a successful handover execution by means of the following function: PSuccess (t ant ) = exp(−τ S t ant ) (1),
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TABLE I TRANSMISSION AND PROCESSING SIGNALING COSTS HO_outcome HO_type Success Failure 7 UWDW + (5+2φ) 8 U D + (5+2φ) U D W W PN PN Predictivea UPNDPN + + CREM_SUBSe + 11ρ 2b CREM_SUBSe + 10ρ 6 UWDW + (6+2φ) UPNDPN 2 UWDW Reactive + CREM_SUBSe + 11ρ Predictivea



(8+2φ) UWDW + (5+2φ) UPNDPN + CREM_SUBSe + 9ρ
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(6+2φ) UWDW + (6+2φ) UPNDPN + CREM_SUBSe + 9ρ



2 UWDW



Depends 3c UWDW + CREM_SUBSe + 3ρ 0 only to PSuccess Cost for FBack transmission on the new access network Cost for Joining and Leaving the multicast distribution tree Cost for nCoA DAD and Router Discovery The self returning MLD messages at the NAR are transmitted over the wireless link and thus their transmission cost becomes equal to UWTW Multicast routing signaling cost (joining or leaving the distribution tree)



B. Packet Delivery Cost For the total packet delivery cost calculation we take into account the average number of lost and forwarded packets that are given by multiplying the packet arrival rate (r) with the duration (D) of the period where packet loss is evident or packet forwarding is executed. For the packet forwarding, the effort spent for tunneling is counted by considering however that the forwarding of duplicate packets burdens the network additionally. Having these considerations in mind the packet delivery cost (used in (4)) may be given by:



(



M CPacket ,Total =



M M M r ⋅ χ DPacket , Lost + ε DPacket , Tunneled + δ DPacket , Duplicates



)



(6),



where χ, ε and δ are weighting factors that determine the contribution of lost, tunneled and duplicate packets to the total



7 cost. Table II presents the duration of the packet loss, tunneling and duplication periods by discriminating on the handover execution outcome and FMIPv6 operation modes.
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TABLE II PACKET FORWARDING PERIODS DURATION HO_outcome M HO_type Success Failure h Dtunnel Ddupl Dtunnel Dlost Dtimere+ DlostDTLg+ DRSg–2DPNg Predictive f a 2D D PN PN+DTL FMIPv6-M DL2+ DTLg+ 2DW+ DRSg–2DPN 0 Reactive 2DPN 2DPN DTLg+ Dlost-MDtunnel-MPredictive 0 2DPN+ b, c b, c FMIPv6 FMIPv6 2DW DL2+ DTLg+ DRSg–6DPN+ Reactive 0 4DW+ 2DPN+ 2DW 6DPN 2DW Depends DDADi+ 0 0 0 only to 3DWd+ DRSg PSuccess a. If {tant + DL2 > 2DW+3DPN} then Dlost-FMIPv6-M = DL2 else Dlost-FMIPv6-M = 2DW+3DPN–tant (namely FBack is delivered to the MN on the new link, see [2] for clarification on predictive FMIPv6 handover and delivery of FBack on old or new link) b. If {tant+DL2>2DW+3DPN} then Dlost-M-FMIPv6=DL2+2DW+DMLD_Join+2DW+ 2DPN, Dtunnel-M-FMIPv6=DRS+DW+DPN–(tant+DL2+DMLD_Joinj+3DW+DPN) c. If {tant+DL2


For the packet delivery cost estimation, the cost of transmission over a wireless link is different to that transmission over the wired network path. Likewise it is considered that the overhead caused from duplicate tunneled packets delivery is higher than that of non-duplicates delivery. For both FMIPv6-M and M-FMIPv6 mechanisms, packet (tunneled or duplicates) forwarding is executed among the PAR and the MN for the time period indicated in the corresponding column of Table II. In order to quantitatively incorporate the above considerations into the calculation of the packet delivery cost we differentiated the weighting factors ε and δ used in (6), based on the network link traversed. The weighting factors for the total cost calculation are considered as the sum of each factor corresponding to the particular link traversed, and thus ε = εPN + εW and δ = δPN + δW. The values of εPN, εW, δPN and δW are presented in Table III. Last, it is noted that the evaluation has been based on the following assumptions (already taken into account in the definitions provided at Table II and Table III): only the case where a single MN executing a handover to a particular new access network, at which the requested multicast traffic,



destined strictly to a single multicast group, is not already available, is examined. Last, for the performed analysis it has been considered that the duration of the time required for joining the multicast tree from the new access network, is always greater than the time required for tunneled packets to reach the new access network (delivery of FBack on new link). Thus the inequalities DRS > 2DPN or DRS > 3DW+4DPN are always satisfied if FMIPv6-M or M-FMIPv6 is used respectively. TABLE III WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR TUNNELED AND DUPLICATE PACKETS Network Link M PAR-NAR (PN) NAR-MN / Wireless (W) δPN εW δW εPN FMIPv6-M e e(1+δ) we(1–φ) a 0c M-FMIPv6 e e(1+δ) we we(1+δ) e corresponds to the cost for tunneled packet transmission between PAR and NAR, φ is the overhead factor for counting packet encapsulation, δ is the factor denoting the overhead for packet duplicationb delivery in comparison to ε, and w is the factor used for counting the cost for transmission over the wireless link. w, ε, δ, φ ∈ (0,1) a. traffic packets are natively multicast over the wireless link b. duplicate tunneled packets are useless in general and thus they present increased cost (by the δ factor) in comparison to non-duplicates c. tunneled duplicates are not forwarded on the wireless link by NAR



V. EVALUATION In this section we compare the performance achievements of the FMIPv6-M, M-FMIPv6 and REM_SUBS schemes, by examining the signaling and packet delivery cost according to the above analysis. Table IV lists the typical values for the parameters that, unless varied, were used for obtaining the following results. UW 5 DL2 150d a.



b. c. d. e.



DW 1.5 d DRS 6000 d



TABLE IV PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PARAMETERS UPN DPN URS ρ r τS b 1 25 d 0.04 0.5 0.1e 0.0105 Dant DTL DMJ φ w e δ 10 d 100c,d 5000 d 0.03 5 1 0.1



τP b 0.23 χa 24



Packet loss contributes to the 80% of the total packet cost. Given the ε factor for the PAR to MN path, we calculate χ by solving the equation χ/(χ+ε) = χ/(χ+e (1+w)) = 0.8 Correspond to probabilities PSuccess(10msec) = PPredictive(10msec) = 0.9 Eliminating packet duplication due to MLD configuration (default 2sec) msec pkts/msec



As aforementioned, the FMIPv6-based handover support mechanisms, are strongly influenced by the fact that they operate proactively to handover execution regardless of whether the actual handover is at last executed or not. Our major target is to evaluate the performance of the proposed FMIPv6-M mechanism in comparison to M-FMIPv6 and pure remote subscriptions. Hence we firstly examine how the signaling and packet costs are influenced while varying tant, for the marginal cases where the probability of successful handover execution is minimized or maximized. This corresponds to the cases where the successful handover execution is guaranteed to take place or is guaranteed not to take place. Figure 3 presents the CSignal and CPacket variation to tant, when the τS factor is set to 0 and 100000 (setting in this way PSuccess equal to 1 and 0 respectively). The diagram



8 presents for the handover execution success and failure cases, how the costs vary by taking into account only the contribution from the successful prediction of handover anticipation that results in execution of predictive or reactive handovers. As shown in the diagram, for the case of successful handover prediction (τS = 0), FMIPv6-M and MFMIPv6 generate similar signaling load regardless of the tant increase, that is significantly higher in comparison to the load created in the REM_SUBS case. For the failure case however, we observe that for both FMIPv6 schemes, the signaling cost is increasing as the tant increases (similarly to PSuccess). MFMIPv6 presents lower cost because for the predictive case, the signaling for triggering the multicast traffic tunneling is never sent, as for the FMIPv6-M, since the handover fails to execute. In regards to the packet delivery cost, for the failure case, we observe that FMIPv6-M presents a small cost for unnecessary tunneling for predictive handovers, whereas both M-FMIPv6 and REM_ SUBS do not spent any effort at all. For the successful handover execution however, FMIPv6-M presents significant lower packet delivery cost in comparison to M-FMIPv6, caused by the fact that the number of lost packets is lower. For the predictive FMIPv6-M case, tunneling begins prior to the handover execution, whereas for MFMIPv6 tunneling is triggered very late (the MLD join Report is sent on average after 5 sec from the actual handover execution and an additional round-trip between PAR and the MN from the new location is required to trigger it). Thus for the typical configuration examined we observe that MFMIPv6 hardly uses the tunneling functionality and benefits only from the fact that NAR’s native multicast join has been triggered prior to handover. The dependency of the CSignal and CPacket versus the anticipation time for the typical values of Table IV, is presented in Figure 4. In this figure the effect from erroneous handover prediction is moreover taken into account, as the uncertainty of successful handover prediction is counted, depicting an overall picture of each mechanism’s performance achievements. As shown in the diagram, the signaling cost for both FMIPv6-based mechanisms is negatively influenced as the handover anticipation time increases. This is caused by the fact that the signaling load is greater for predictive FMIPv6 handovers, especially for erroneous handover prediction. For the packet delivery cost additionally to what aforementioned for the marginal cases of Figure 3, we may notice that the FMIPv6-M scheme achieves significantly better performance than M-FMIPv6. Packet loss for FMIPv6-M is lower, since packet tunneling starts earlier and the proactive resource expenditure for tunneling does not exceed the benefit gained from the reduced packet loss. On the contrary, it is obvious that M-FMIPv6 performance is slightly better than the performance of REM_SUBS as a result of that packet tunneling is not used effectively for M-FMIPv6 and the majority of packets are lost rather than tunneled (as done for FMIPv6-M). Figure 5 exhibits the dependency of the packet delivery and signaling costs, while the inter-access network time-distance



Figure 3. Csignal and CPacket variation vs. tant in case of guaranteed success or failure of handover execution



Figure 4.Csignal and CPacket vs. tant for typical values of Table IV



Figure 5. Csignal and CPacket vs. DPN



VI. CONCLUSIONS (DPN) varies. This parameter not only influences the timing of FMIPv6 signaling but also affects of the time required for tunneled packets from PAR to reach the MN. Both of these



9 observations are confirmed by the values and variation of the signaling and packet delivery costs presented in the diagram. From Figure 5 it is evident that although for both FMIPv6based mechanisms the signaling cost is highly influenced by the DPN variation On the other hand the packet delivery cost for FMIPv6-M scheme is less vulnerable to the increase (constant for DPN < 50 msec) of the DPN, in contrast to MFMIPv6 that exhibits an increase for delays greater to 5 msec, approaching the performance of the REM_SUBS scheme for great values of tant. In this paper, a mobility management mechanism enabling seamless handovers for mobile nodes having active multicast sessions has been presented. The proposed scheme is defined as an extension of the FMIPv6 protocol, currently addressing only unicast mobility, implementing in this way an integrated handover support solution and more importantly without raising interoperability concerns (namely facilitating ease in deployment) with multicast protocol stack; the proposed scheme exploits the already offered by the MLD software interfaces. Seamless multicast handover is achieved by enabling the new access router to become recipient of the multicast traffic of interest, before the handover execution that results in the minimization of the service disruption period experienced by the mobile. This is materialized by tunneling multicast traffic (in a multicast-oriented manner), among the access routers involved in the handover support (and not towards each mobile as suggested by M-FMIPv6). Tunneled multicast packets are de-capsulated before being natively forwarded on the wireless link, eliminating the overhead caused from packet encapsulation over the air interface. Moreover, tunneling is performed on per multicast flow basis, thus not overloading the path between the two access networks shared among multiple mobiles executing simultaneous handovers and also the wireless medium. We have evaluated the performance of the proposed



FMIPv6-M mechanism and compared it with M-FMIPv6 and pure multicast remote subscriptions, by investigating the variation of analytic cost functions for both the signaling load generation and the packet delivery effort. The presented results have shown that the proposed scheme achieves comparatively better performance, as it succeeds elimination of the service disruption period and exploitation in this way of the proactive characteristics of the FMIPv6 protocol more efficiently. This however comes to the expense of slightly increased signaling effort expenditure and needless consumption of network resources in case of erroneous handover execution predictions. REFERENCES [1]
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